Barbero has generalized the Ashtekar canonical transformation to a one-parameter scale transformation U on the phase space of general relativity. Immirzi has noticed that in loop quantum gravity this transformation alters the spectra of geometrical quantities. We show that U is a canonical transformation that cannot be implement unitarily in the quantum theory. This implies that there exists a one-parameter quantization ambiguity in quantum gravity, namely a free parameter that enters the construction of the quantum theory. The purpose of this letter is to elucidate the origin and the role of this free parameter. Preprint HUTMP-97 B-366
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting recent results in quantum gravity is the computation of the quantum spectra of certain geometrical quantities 1 . These spectra turn out to be discrete, suggesting a discrete structure of geometry at the Planck scale which might be, in principle, physically measurable 2 . Recently, Immirzi has pointed out that the overall scale of these spectra is not determined by the theory 3 . More precisely, Immirzi has considered a certain scale transformation introduced by Barbero 4 , and noticed that if we quantize the theory starting from scaled elementary variables, we end up with di erent spectra for the same geometrical quantities.
Here, we analyze the issue in detail. We nd that the quantum theory is in fact undetermined by one parameter. This is due to the fact that the holonomy algebra on which this approach is based depends on a free parameter. This fact gives rise to a one-parameter family of inequivalent quantum theories, which are all, up to additional physical inputs, physically viable. In a sense, there is a one-parameter family of vacua" in quantum general relativity, parameterized by a free real parameter, which w e call Immirzi parameter", and denote as iota". Equivalently, there is a symmetry in the classical theory which is realized as a canonical transformation but cannot be realized as a unitary transformation in the quantum theory.
The existence of this quantization ambiguity is due to the peculiar kind of representation on which nonperturbative quantum gravity is based 5, 6 . This representation is characterized by the fact that the holonomy i s a w ell-de ned operator in the quantum theory. Conventional perturbative Maxwell and Yang-Mills theories are not de ned using this kind of representation and the parameter does not appear in that context. But physical and mathematical arguments indicate that this representation is relevant at the di eomorphism-invariant and background-independent level 6,7 . Thus, the Immirzi parameter appears in the general covariant context.
In this letter, we describe in some detail how this ambiguity is originated and its consequences. In particular, we address a certain number of questions that have been recently posed concerning the parameter, and we try to rectify a number of proposed incorrect interpretations of the appearance of this free parameter.
For a similar discussion, but centered on the loop quantization of Maxwell theory, see 8 , where an interesting speculation tying the Immirzi parameter with charge quantization is presented.
II. THE IMMIRZI AMBIGUITY
Consider a three-dimensional compact smooth manifold , and two elds de ned over it: an su2 valued vector density E, with components E a i , where a; b; c; :: denote tensor indices, and i; j; k; :: are su2 indices; and an SU2 connection A with components A i a . In terms of these elds, one can describe Euclidean 9 or Lorentzian 4 general relativity, a s w ell as SU2 Yang-Mills theory. In both cases A i a and E a i are canonically conjugate and subject to the Gauss constraint.
In Yang-Mills theory, E is the electric eld; in general relativity, E a i = dete i a e a i , w ere e i a and e a i are the triad eld related to the 3-metric by g ab = e i a e i b and its inverse.
In general relativity it is natural to take dimensionless In particular, A is a connection. This follows from the fact that A is a convex linear combination of two SU2 connections. Thus U preserves the a ne structure of the space of connections. iii Clearly U preserves the reality conditions as well. Thus U leaves the kinematical structure of general relativity i n variant.
The canonical transformation U w as studied by Barbero 4 . The case = p ,1 corresponds to Ashtekar's canonical transformation 12 . Thus, the fact that U is a canonical transformation is a simple extension of the important discovery due to Ashtekar 9 which g a ve rise to the connection formulation of general relativity. To see the relation with these works, notice that by i n troducing In general, starting a quantization from scaled variables has no e ect on the physical predictions of the quantum theory. For instance, we m a y quantize a harmonic oscillator starting from scaled canonical coordinates 1 q;p without a ecting, say, the spectrum of the hamiltonian in the next section we shall verify that this is indeed the case. Similarly, it is natural to expect here that physical predictions are not going to be a ected if we quantize the variables A ; E instead of the variables A; E. More precisely, w e expect that the canonical scale transformation U will be implemented unitarily in the quantum theory, so that the quantization based on A ; E will yield a di erent, but unitary equivalent quantum representation. However, this expectation turns out to be false. Indeed, let us de ne the theory requiring that the pa- A; d i n to itself.
If this transformation exists , an immediate consequence is that the spectra of observables which are unitary images of each other are identical. In particular, the spectrum of the area operator de ned in one theory should agree with the spectrum of the area operator de ned in the other theory.
Consider now the operator fS; E de ned in the scaled theory. Since it is has the same form as the operator fS; E in the unscaled theory, it will certainly have the same spectrum. But then equations 3 and 10 show that the spectrum of the area in the scaled theory is obtained from the one in the original theory by multiplying it by . Since the spectrum of the area is discrete, it cannot be invariant under a scaling by an arbitrary real parameter. Therefore the two quantizations yield unitarily inequivalent theories.
The two theories give di erent p h ysics. For instance, the predicted spectrum of the area di er. The other geometrical quantities having discrete spectrum, such as volume and length, have di erent spectra in the scaled theory as well. Since enters linearly in E, which has dimension L 2 , the discrete spectrum of a geometrical quantity homogeneous in E with dimension L n scales as n=2 .
Thus, there is a free parameter in the quantization of the theory. It could be measured, in principle, simply by measuring, for instance, the size of the quanta" of area. is not gauge covariant, as a direct computation shows. In other words, if we multiply a connection by a real number, we do not obtain a quantity that transforms as a connection: connections form an a ne space, not a linear space.
B. is the constant that multiplies the classical action
The quantityh e de ned in 14 is gauge covariant under the gauge transformation generated by a scaled Gauss constraint G i := @ a E a i + ijk A j a E ak : 16 This constraint, in turn, can be obtained by scaling the action of the theory. Accordingly, it has been suggested that the ambiguity is a consequence of the freedom in choosing the constant in front of the action of general relativity. Equivalently: scaling A, but not E, without absorbing this into a rede nition of the coupling constant. Again, this interpretation is wrong. Physically, the constant in front of the general relativity action determines the strength of the macroscopic Newtonian interaction. The freedom in the choice of the Immirzi parameter in the quantum theory consists in the fact that the overall scale of the spectra is not determined by l o w energy physics. In other words, we can measure the Newton constant b y means of classical gravitational experiments, and measure the Planck constant by means of non-gravitational quantum experiments. From these two quantities we obtain a length, the Planck length l P = p hG. The point of the Immirzi ambiguity is that the ratio of, say, a given eigenvalue of the area to l P is not determined by the quantization procedure.
C. Any Y ang-Mills theory has a free parameter when quantized in the loop representation
As the previous comments indicate, the Immirzi parameter is not related to a m ultiplicative scaling of the connection. Rather, it is generated by the a ne transformation 6. In order to be able to write such an a ne transformation, we need to have a second, independent connection in the formalism. In general relativity, where the hamiltonian gauge group is SU2, the electric eld" E a i has the correct index structure for a connection , i a to be de ned via 5. Furthermore, , i a has a natural geometrical interpretation. There is no direct analog of this construction, as far as we can see, for an arbitrary Yang Mills theory. y An exception of the above is the case of an abelian theory, namely for Maxwell theory. In the case of Maxwell, the quantity 14 is gauge invariant for any . Thus, we have a free parameter in the loop representations of electromagnetism and general relativity only. In the U1 Maxwell theory, the free parameter appears because a scaled abelian connection is still a connection. In the S U2 general relativity it appears because a second connection for de ning an a ne transformation is determined by the triad. There is no obvious generalization of this e ect to other gauge theories. y S U 2 Yang-Mills theory has essentially the same phase space as general relativity. However, notice that in order to de ne , i a we need to invert the 3x3 matrix E a i ; in general relativity this matrix is invertible, because of the non-degeneracy condition on the metric, but in S U 2 Yang-Mills it is not so in general.
D. The algebra has inequivalent representations
A characteristic phenomenon in eld theory and in nite dimensional quantum mechanics, when the phase space is non linear is that the main observable algebra may h a ve inequivalent representations. It has been suggested that the Immirzi parameter distinguishes inequivalent representations of the same algebra. However, we do not think that this is the case. We h a ve de ned thescaled theory as a representation of a physically distinct algebra the algebra of the scaled variables obtaining the quantum theory on H . If this theory could be obtained also as a representation of the original algebra of unscaled variables, then it would carry a representation of the scaled as well as the unscaled, h e and h e , operators. But we do not see any reason for the operators h e to be well-de ned in the Hilbert space of the usual loop quantum theory.
IV. MODELS
We n o w discuss a few simple models in which the Immirzi ambiguity does or does not appear, in order to illustrate some of the statements made above.
A. Harmonic oscillator: no ambiguity 20 Thus its spectrum is 2 times the spectrum of an Hamiltonian of angular frequency != 2 . That is
21 precisely as before. Therefore, in the quantization based on the scaled variables the wave functions q have a di erent i n terpretation, but physical predictions, such a s the spectrum of the Hamiltonian, are not altered. This example shows that in general a one-parameter scaling of the quantization variables that does not alter the observable algebra will not alter the theory. This was to be expected from Von-Neumann's uniqueness theorem.
B. Particle on a circle: no ambiguity
As a second example, we consider another simple system in which a scaling of the basic variables does not alter the quantum theory: the theory of a particle on a circle. We include this case because, unlike the harmonic oscillator case, here the observable algebra has a one-parameter family of inequivalent irreducible representations. However, this fact turns out to irrelevant a s far as the ambiguity is concerned.
Consider a particle constrained to move on a circle of length L. Let The spectrum ofl does not depend on the representation chosen, and we h a ve again the correct spectrum for the Hamiltonian.
Notice that we could have written the Hamiltonian perhaps more correctly" as H Consider the map K;E ! K 0 ; E 0 = K; E=. Under this canonical transformation the Hamiltonian scales by H = E i E i =2 = 2 E 0 i E 0 i =2. The spectrum of the Hamiltonian Casimir of SU2 is discrete; it is given by n = 1 =2n=2 n=2 + 1 , where n is a positive i n teger.
But in the scaled variables the spectrum of the Hamiltonian changes to n = 2 =2n=2 n=2+1 . Thus, we h a ve a one parameter quantization ambiguity in the theory. Of course, the choice we h a ve made of the observable algebra for the quantization is a bit strange: it is only justi ed by the analogy with gravity. A more conventional quantization would not lead to any such quantization ambiguity. This shows how the parameter is intimately linked with the a ne structure of the con guration space and with the choice of the holonomies as basic operators in quantum gravity.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the loop representation approach to quantum gauge theories, one does not gauge x the theory prior to quantization, but rather maintains the geometrical structure of the gauge theory explicit in the quantum theory. In particular, one works on the group rather than on the algebra. The quantization is based on the physical assumption that the Wilson loops, or the Faraday lines" of the theory are the physical elementary quantum excitations, and thus correspond to nite norm states. Equivalently, the holonomy operator is well-de ned. If there is more than one connection A and , that can be de ned on the phase space, and which transform in the same way, then one can construct a scaled connection A by i n terpolating between distinct connections. Then, the assumption that the elementary physical excitations of the theory are the Wilson loops of A turns out to be physically distinct for di erent v alues of . This is manifested in the dependence of some physical spectra upon . More precisely, what happens in gravity is that the metric information is in the conjugate variable E. Being conjugate to the connection, E is given in the quantum theory by derivative operators acting on functions over the group. Geometrical quantities which are functions of E turn out to be elliptic operators over the group manifold. Hence their discrete spectrum. But these elliptic operators have non-vanishing scaling dimension with respect to the a ne scaling of the connection.
Therefore, the quantization ambiguity shows up in the spectrum of the elliptic geometric operators.
The resulting quantization ambiguity, which we have denoted here as Immirzi ambiguity, a ects the operators with a discrete spectrum that scale with . A free parameter appears in the loop quantization of general relativity, where it a ects the scale of the discreteness of space, and in the loop quantization of Maxwell theory, where it has been suggested that it might be related to charge quantization 8 . Its origin is not tied to the in nite dimensionality o f the phase space, nor at least to a rst analysis to the existence of inequivalent representations of the observables algebra.
Finally, the indeterminacy is given by a single parameter, and therefore it does not reduce the predictive p o wer of the theory more than, say, qcd in quantum cromodynamics, or the string constant in string theory. Notice in this regard, that also in perturbative string theory there are two independent length scales: string tension and Planck constant. Similarly, there are two length scales in quantum gravity: the Planck constant l P = p hG=c 3 and the quantum of area A 0 = 8 p 3l 2 P . Unless some non yet understood requirement xes the value of the Immirzi parameter, these two length scales are independent.
